In search of the world’s
prettiest stamp

French Landscape
Engravings
Introduction
There is something about
France that inspires its artists — at
least its stamp artists — to create beautiful engravings of its landscapes and
architecture — ruins, chateaux, churches, cathedrals, monasteries, forests, river
valleys, hills and mountains. France is a beautiful country, all right. But so are
England, and Germany, and Peru, and Ethiopia, and Malaysia. None of these
countries have come close to equalling France in the number of beautiful
landscape engravings on their stamps.
Many countries got stuck early on, philatelically speaking, with
portraits on stamps. In the USA it was the Founding Fathers (and the very rare
Founding Mother). In England it was the reigning monarch, usually seen in profile
on long series of definitive stamps. Only after the 1930s — postwar, really — did
the philatelic world diversify its designs with topical subjects. By then, France
was well on the way to developing a tradition of depicting its beautiful …
infrastructure.
Elsewhere I have shared with you my own enthusiasm for French
landscapes — and French stamps. In my family travels through France, I
sketched scenes that also appeared on French stamps. Some fun! (link: https://
mancryfmf.com/2022/03/22/bonus-freddys-france/) In another essay I paired
Thomas Merton’s bon mot appraisals of French religious buildings with
engraved stamps picturing the same cathedral or monastery. More fun! (link:
https://mancryfmf.com/2022/05/16/mertons-churches-on-stamps/)
I oﬀer herewith for consideration a relaxed but penetrating review of
French landscape engravings on stamps. Among the stamps in this category are
surely candidates for the World’s
Most Beautiful Stamp, which as you
may know is a continuing quest of
mine. These exquisite etchings began
with landscapes at the end of the
1920s.
An early French landscape
stamp, of Mont St. Michel (right),
came out in 1930, when most other
countries were still putting out set

after set of stamps with portraits of presidents and dictators.
Credit for engraved landscape stamps goes to Jean Mistler,
a distinguished author, diplomat, politician and minister of the
French government. I’d never heard of him before, but his is an
interesting story. He’s probably best remembered for an infamous
act — as a member of Parliament in 1940, he introduced the
measure granting full powers to Marshal Philippe Petain, who
went on to lead the Vichy regime under Adolf Hitler. For this act,
Mistler has been branded “sinker of the Republic.”
Jean Mistler (1897-1988)
Of course that’s unfair. If Mistler’s measure passed, his
colleagues are complicit. Consider these mitigating factors:
Mistler was a radical socialist, and a pacifist veteran of World War I. He studied
philosophy at the elite Ecole Nationale Superieure/Lycee Henri IV, and after the
war excelled at the Ecole normale. A former cultural attache and professor in
Budapest, he was an insider of the Quai d’Orsay (Services des Oeuvres); he was
a literary and music critic and author of two books; a music lover, he founded
the Radiodiﬀusion group that became the Orchestre National de France.
Meanwhile, he served in government, eventually chairing the Foreign Aﬀairs
Commission. He also was Arts minister. By 1934, he had taken over posts and
telecommunications. (You were wondering when I would get
around to stamps!)
Mistler assembled a team of young French engravers
and gave them assignments to design landscape stamps.
One of the artists, Albert Decaris, was asked to depict the
Cloisters of Saint-Trophime D’Arles. The design, not
particularly distinguished, would become Decaris’s first
French stamp, one of hundreds to follow. A phrase from
Decaris’s online biography suggests the collaborative nature
of this guild of philatelic engravers that provided mutual
support and launched long and brilliant careers. “… he
managed to do (it) successfully thanks to the precious
advice of Gaston Gandon, father of one of his team mates
Pierre Gandon, and also a stamp engraver.”
The suave, encouraging figure of Jean Mistler hovers
over the scene. This remarkable politician, lover of the arts,
promoted the creation of delicate engravings of French
landscapes on stamps — a happy tradition that continues to
this day. As for Mistler himself, we can leave him here,
Here is the result of Albert
Decaris’s first design of a
except to say that he never lost his footing during a long
French stamp; not anywhere
and productive life. In postwar decades he was an influential
close to his best, with its
cultural diplomat and critic. He headed the Maison du Livre
awkward geometry and
Francais and Librairie Hachette. His crowning glory was
indistinct figures. Indeed I might
cll it ugly, except that I could
election to the Academie francaise in 1966.
never dismiss outright an ably
engraved stamp of any kind.

One thing I still need to find out is if Mistler was a stamp collector. Back in
the 1930s, when he was recruiting his team of stamp engravers, across the
Atlantic U.S. President FDR and his hobby-loving Postmaster General James
Farley were having a fine time dreaming up new postage stamps. FDR, of
course, loved stamp collecting. He and Farley caused a (minor) scandal over his
philatelic wheeling and dealing. But that’s another story. Did Mistler collect
stamps too? He was a connoisseur of
beautiful design, so my guess is: bien
sur!
By the 1950s, beautiful
engravings of French landscapes had
become de rigueur for each year’s
postal oﬀerings, celebrating the
splendors of town and countryside.
Eventually the post oﬃce settled into a
continuing program, issuing yearly sets
of engraved landscapes promoting
tourism. There are hundreds of these
beauties, so we are just scratching the
lovely engraved surface of the subject.
As candidates for the World’s
French landscape stamps celebrated scenes from les
Most Beautiful Stamp, these French
provinces outremers, like these superb examples of
landscape engravings surely present at Algeria (left) and Reunion.
least a few contenders. Not that we’ll
find them right away — there have been
hundreds of landscape engravings, with more arriving now and then. Let’s start
sifting through these riches and see what we find.
I may have stumbled on some of the best, but you can review them all to
pick your own favorites. How to do that? I’ll do a little research on the items I
have selected to share with you. Then I invite you to carry on through the magic
of online connection — you know, initiating searches of
“French landscape
stamps,” or “French
stamp engravers,” or
simply scrolling
through the selection
of gorgeous
landscape stamps
oﬀered (cheap!) at
online sites like eBay,
Stamps2go and
Zillions of Stamps.
Scott catalogues list
This aerial view of Lille from the late 1940s shows a
city still recovering from the ravages of World War II.

engraved
landscapes on
French stamps by
subject in an Index
of Commemorative
Issues; that works
— if you know
When Combet’s subject is the beautiful
what you’re looking for. The catalogue only oﬀers
chapel by Le Corbusier in the highlands of
Haute-Saone, the result is a masterpiece of
pictures of one or two in each yearly tourism
the engraver’s art.
series. A complete illustrated archive of French
engraved landscape stamps — ideally an
updated online site — would be just the
thing. Where is it? Meanwhile, the French
bureau de poste keeps producing more of
these beauties. Merci!
So far I have assembled a baker’s
dozen of artists (there were more) who
contributed designs for hundreds of French
stamps. The work of these men — they were
all men, as far as I know mostly born early in
the 20th century — is dazzling. Graduates of
prestigious art schools like Ecole Estienne
and Ecole des Beaux
Arts in Paris, they also illustrated
books and bank notes. They lived
and worked through the 20th
century, which means during
World War II. Some of the best
engravers served Vichy France,
even producing portraits of
Marshal Petain. All was eventually
forgiven
after the war, and the engravers
went right on working. In addition
to French stamps, they engraved
stamps for the French colonial
empire — French Equatorial
Africa, French West Africa,
Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco and
more — then for the independent
nations of the French Community
— Central African Republic,
Congo, Gabon, Ivory Coast and

so on. Thus their work spread around the world,
for decades.
These stamp engravers — Cottet, Combet,
Pheulpin, Munier, Serres, Mazelin, Cami and the
rest — surely rank among the world’s foremost
engravers. Yes, there are others. The Czech
master Czeslaw Slania, who engraved 1,000
stamps for Sweden, Faroe Islands, Poland, and
many other nations as well as his homeland, has
been dubbed “the Durer of stamp engraving.”
Don’t be surprised if some of his work ends up in
the pantheon of finalists for the World’s Most
Beautiful Stamp. There are many beautifully
engraved candidates out there — which calls for
a special focus in a future essay on Masterpieces
of Stamp Engraving. What a delicious prospect!
Stay with me for the long haul, and let’s keep
having fun along the way.

A curious side note: On most of these beautiful French stamps, the
engraver puts his name in teeny-tiny print somewhere around the frame. It’s a
game, going from stamp to stamp, finding where the artist hid his mark. As I’ve
gotten to know these stamps better, leafing through my French and French
African pages, one engraver’s
work is so distinctive I can pick it
out before checking the name.

Finally, a personal note: When I lived in
Leopoldville as a teenage stamp collector in the
early 1960s, I could take the ferry across the
Congo River to Brazzaville in the “other” (French)
Congo. At the post oﬃce there, I was thrilled to
buy stamps not only from Congo/Brazza, but also
from three other nations in a French Community
postal consortium — Gabon, Central African
Republic and Tchad. I loaded up on beautifully
engraved, multicolor stamps featuring local
subjects — fish, masks, wildlife and so on —
which came from the studios of these French
master engravers. (BTW, none of the stamps cost
much today.)
Spending some time with French landscape
Imagine the thrill for this teenage stamp
stamps is time well
collector in the early 1960s — to be able to
spent. The sheer
buy all these exotic engraved stamps, at
beauty of the
face value, from one post oﬃce! These are
postage due stamps from (top to bottom)
engraved scenes,
Gabon (engraved by Bequet et al.), Central
detail and
African Republic (Serres/Betemps) Tchad
harmonious colors
(Munier, Bequet) and Congo (Serres et al.).
carries me away.
Notice I’m missing stamps from the
Very few of the items Centrafricaine series. Either the p.o. didn’t
have the set in stock that day, or else I ran
in this review of
out of money!)
French landscape
stamps cost much
— less than a dollar, a
lot less if you collect cancelled stamps.
Hey, I like valuable stamps as much as the
next person. It’s fun to have stamps in your
collection that are worth
lots of money. (At least,
they would cost lots to
buy!) But it’s also fun to
be able to collect
beautiful stamps — like
these French landscape
engravings — organize
your collection and enjoy
looking at the result —
without having to spend
much for the pleasure.
MORE TO COME

